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Motivation
§ Next generation of non-volatile memory (NVM)
§  Provides DRAM-like performance and disk-like 

persistency
§  Can replace both DRAM and disk to build a single 

level system

¡ In-NVM data consistency is required 
¡ Ordering memory writes 
¡ Fundamental for keeping data consistency
¡ Non-trivial in NVM due to CPU design 
¡  E.g, w1, (MFENCE,CLFLUSH,MFENCE), w2, 

(MFENCE,CLFLUSH,MFENCE) 
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Motivation
§ Making B+tree or its variants consistent is expensive 

§ Reason: CPU cache line invalidation is amplified due to 
CLFLUSH 
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B+ tree: 16X slower

CDDS-tree: 20X slower



Motivation
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CFLUSH What?

Sorting entries in LN produces up to >90% of total CLFLUSH 
 



NV-Tree
§ Design decisions
§ Selectively Enforce Data Consistency 
§ Only enforces consistency on LNs(Leaf 

Nodes)
§ Keep Entries in LN Unsorted 
§ Organizing IN in Cache-optimized Format 
§ All INs are stored in a consecutive 

memory space and located by offset 
instead of pointers 

§ All nodes are aligned to CPU cacheline 
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NV-Tree
§ Overview
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NV-Tree
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§  IN Design
§  All INs are stored in a continuous memory space 

§  Memory address of node id  
= addr + id * size_IN

§  addr : memory address of node 0
§  size_IN : size of a IN 

§  Can be located without pointers 
§  No consistency required 
§  Locating the next IN during tree traverse 

§  E.g. one IN have m children  
Memory address of the k-th (k = 1 .. m) child of node id = 
addr + (id * m + k) * size_IN 



NV-Tree
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§  LN Design
§  Dynamically allocated and aligned to CPU cacheline 

§  Every LN has a pointer from PLN 
§  Data is encapsulated in LN_Elements 
§  LN_Elements are unsorted and append-only 
§  In-node search is bounded by nElements 
§  No partial modification 

§  Append LN_Element,(MFENCE,CLFLUSH,MFENCE) 
§  Atomically increase nElements by 1 (8-byte), (MFENCE,CLFLUSH, 

MFENCE) 



NV-Tree
§  Insert/Update/Delete
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NV-Tree
§  Insert Algorithm
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NV-Tree
§ Split
§  All data modified by 

unfinished split is 
invisible upon system 
failure 

§  Those data become 
visible after a 8-byte 
atomic update 
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NV-Tree
§ Split / Replace / Merge
§ Minimal Fill Factor (MFF) 
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NV-Tree
§ Rebuilding
§  Triggered when a PLN is full  

– Due to the fixed position of each IN

¡ Strategy 
¡ Rebuild-from-PLN
¡ Reuse the existing <key, LN_pointer> array in PLNs

¡ Rebuild-from-LN 
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NV-Tree
§ Recovery

¡ Instant recovery
¡ Normal shut down and NVM has enough space 
¡  Keep all INs in NVM 

¡ Otherwise 
¡ Rebuilding-from-LN 
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Evaluation
§ Experiment Setup
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§  NVDIMM server
§  IntelXeonE5-2650
§  2.4GHz, 512KB/2MB/20MB L1/L2/L3 Cache
§  16GBDRAM,16GBNVDIMM
§  NVDIMM has the same performance as DRAM 

 



Evaluation-Insertion Performance
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Evaluation-Update/Delete/
Search
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Evaluation-Mixed Workloads
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Evaluation-CPU Cache 
Efficiency
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Evaluation-Rebuilding
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Evaluation-End To End 
Performance
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Related Work
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¡ CDDS-Tree
¡ Uses flush to enforce consistency on all the tree 

nodes. 
¡  In order to keep entries sorted, when an entry is 

inserted to a node, all the entries on the right side of 
the insertion position need to be shifted. 

¡ Others
¡  MFENCE and CLFLUSH 

¡  E.g. Mnemosyne 
¡  Epoch

¡  E.g BPFS NV-Heaps



Conclusion
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